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incorporates complex issues using accessible, straightforward, engaging language that they can grasp, connect
to, and be motivated by.
Rosa-Nikki Giovanni 2005 Provides the story of the black woman whose refusal to give up her seat on a bus in
Alabama set in motion all the events of the civil rights movement that resulted in the end of the segregated South.

Rosa Parks-Eloise Greenfield 1995-09-29 Moment of Truth When Rosa Parks was growing up in Montgomery,
Alabama, she hated the unfair rules that black people had to live by -- like drinking out of special water fountains
and riding in the back of the bus. Years later, Rosa Parks changed the lives of African American in Montgomery -and all across America -- with one courageous act. On a December evening in 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give up
her bus seat to a white passenger. She was arrested and put in jail. But Rosa Parks fought back, along with many
other African Americans. After a long struggle, their heroic efforts launched the modern Civil Rights Movement.
How could one quiet, gentle woman have started it all? This is her story.

Rosa-Peter E. Kukielski 2021-02-16 A beautifully illustrated and unique history of the "queen of flowers" in art,
medicine, cuisine, and more

The Story of Rosa Parks-Patricia A. Pingry 2021-01-05 Teach little learners about Rosa Parks' brave stand for
civil rights with this 200-word board book. This little book introduces Rosa Parks, the "mother of the civil rights
movement." Simple, toddler-friendly text tells the story of her courageous decision to remain on a bus in
Montgomery, Alabama--an action that resulted in Parks' arrest, and ultimately, a victory for civil rights. Illustrated
with rich oil paintings, The Story of Rosa Parks will help even the smallest children understand who Rosa Parks is,
and why she is so important.

The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks-Jeanne Theoharis 2021-02-02 Now adapted for readers ages 12 and
up, the award-winning biography that examines Parks’s life and 60 years of radical activism and brings the civil
rights movement in the North and South to life Rosa Parks is one of the most well-known Americans today, but
much of what is known and taught about her is incomplete, distorted, and just plain wrong. Adapted for young
people from the NAACP Image Award—winning The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks, Jeanne Theoharis and
Brandy Colbert shatter the myths that Parks was meek, accidental, tired, or middle class. They reveal a lifelong
freedom fighter whose activism began two decades before her historic stand that sparked the Montgomery bus
boycott and continued for 40 years after. Readers will understand what it was like to be Parks, from standing up
to white supremacist bullies as a young person to meeting her husband, Raymond, who showed her the possibility
of collective activism, to her years of frustrated struggle before the boycott, to the decade of suffering that
followed for her family after her bus arrest. The book follows Parks to Detroit, after her family was forced to leave
Montgomery, Alabama, where she spent the second half of her life and reveals her activism alongside a growing
Black Power movement and beyond. Because Rosa Parks was active for 60 years, in the North as well as the
South, her story provides a broader and more accurate view of the Black freedom struggle across the twentieth
century. Theoharis and Colbert show young people how the national fable of Parks and the civil rights
movement—celebrated in schools during Black History Month—has warped what we know about Parks and
stripped away the power and substance of the movement. The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks illustrates how
the movement radically sought to expose and eradicate racism in jobs, housing, schools, and public services, as
well as police brutality and the over-incarceration of Black people—and how Rosa Parks was a key player
throughout. Rosa Parks placed her greatest hope in young people—in their vision, resolve, and boldness to take
the struggle forward. As a young adult, she discovered Black history, and it sustained her across her life. The
Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks will help do that for a new generation.

Ginkgo-Peter Crane 2013-03-19 DIVPerhaps the world’s most distinctive tree, ginkgo has remained stubbornly
unchanged for more than two hundred million years. A living link to the age of dinosaurs, it survived the great ice
ages as a relic in China, but it earned its reprieve when people first found it useful about a thousand years ago.
Today ginkgo is beloved for the elegance of its leaves, prized for its edible nuts, and revered for its longevity. This
engaging book tells the full and fascinating story of a tree that people saved from extinction—a story that offers
hope for other botanical biographies that are still being written./divDIV /divDIVInspired by the historic ginkgo
that has thrived in London’s Kew Gardens since the 1760s, renowned botanist Peter Crane explores the
evolutionary history of the species from its mysterious origin through its proliferation, drastic decline, and
ultimate resurgence. Crane also highlights the cultural and social significance of the ginkgo: its medicinal and
nutritional uses, its power as a source of artistic and religious inspiration, and its importance as one of the world’s
most popular street trees. Readers of this extraordinarily interesting book will be drawn to the nearest ginkgo,
where they can experience firsthand the timeless beauty of the oldest tree on Earth./div

If a Bus Could Talk-Faith Ringgold 2003-01-01 A biography of the African American woman and Civil Rights
worker, whose refusal to give up her seat on a bus led to a boycott, which lasted more than a year in Montgomery,
Alabama.

Don't Date Rosa Santos-Nina Moreno 2019-05-04 For fans of GILMORE GIRLS and TO ALL THE BOYS I'VE
LOVED BEFORE, this effervescent love story from debut author Nina Moreno will sweep you away. Rosa Santos is
cursed by the sea-at least, that's what they say. Dating her is bad news, especially if you're a boy with a boat. But
Rosa feels more caught than cursed. Caught between cultures and choices. Between her abuela, a beloved healer
and pillar of their community, and her mother, an artist who crashes in and out of her life like a hurricane.
Between Port Coral, the quirky South Florida town they call home, and Cuba, the island her abuela refuses to talk
about. As her college decision looms, Rosa collides-literally-with Alex Aquino, the mysterious boy with tattoos of
the ocean whose family owns the marina. With her heart, her family, and her future on the line, can Rosa break a
curse and find her place beyond the horizon?

A Girl Named Rosa-Denise Lewis Patrick 2018 The A Girl Named series tells the stories of how ordinary
American girls grew up to be extraordinary American women. Rosa Parks refused to give up her bus seat to a
white passenger in 1955, but how did she come to be so brave?

Who Was Rosa Parks?-Yona Zeldis McDonough 2010-12-23 In 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give her bus seat to a
white passenger in Montgomery, Alabama. This seemingly small act triggered civil rights protests across America
and earned Rosa Parks the title "Mother of the Civil Rights Movement." This biography has black-and-white
illustrations throughout.

Roses Without Chemicals-Peter E. Kukielski 2015-02-28 A former curator at the New York Botanical Garden
describes 150 different varieties of roses that can be grown without the use of pesticides, fungicides or fertilizers
and provides information on planting, pruning and caring for these gorgeous blooms. Original.

Rosa-Marie Hall Ets 1999 "Rosa was born in a silk-making village in Lombardy, a major source of north Italian
emigration. She first set foot in the United States at the Castle Garden immigrant depot on the tip of Manhattan.
Her life in this country was hard, and Ets chronicles it in eloquent detail - Rosa endures a marriage at sixteen to
an abusive older man, an unwilling migration to a Missouri mining town, the unassisted birth of a child, and
manages to escape from a husband who tried to force her into prostitution.

When Rosa Parks Went Fishing-Rachel Ruiz 2017-08 No discussion of the Civil Rights Movement is complete
without the story of Rosa Parks. But what was this activist like as a child? Following young Rosa from a fishing
creek to a one-room schoolhouse, from her wearing homemade clothes to wondering what "white" water tastes
like, readers will be inspired by the experiences that shaped one of the most famous African-Americans in history.

Rosa Parks: My Story-Rosa Parks 1999-01-01 In this straightforward, compelling autobiography, Rosa Parks
writes candidly about the civil rights movement and her active role in it. Photos.

I Am Rosa Parks-Brad Meltzer 2014 Recounts Rosa Parks' daring effort to stand up for herself and other African
Americans by helping to end segregation on public transportation.

Rosa's Animals-Maryann Macdonald 2018-06-05 Painter and sculptor Rosa Bonheur (1822–1899) led a highly
nontraditional life, especially for a woman in the nineteenth century. She kept lions as pets, was awarded the
Legion of Honor by Empress Eugénie, and befriended “Buffalo Bill” Cody. She became a painter at a time when
women were often only reluctantly educated as artists. Her unconventional artistic work habits, including visiting
slaughterhouses to sketch an animal’s anatomy and wearing men’s clothing to gain access to places like a horse
fair, where women were not allowed, helped her become one of the most beloved female painters of her time.
Among the artworks discussed are The Horse Fair and Ploughing in the Nivernais. Along with her life story are a
list of museums that house her work, a bibliography, and an index.

Our Auntie Rosa-Sheila McCauley Keys 2016 The family of Rosa Parks share their remembrances of the woman
who was not only the mother of the civil rights movement, but a nurturing mother figure to them as well. Her
brave act on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, on December 1, 1955, was just one moment in a life lived with great
humility and decency.

Rosa Parks: A Life of Courage-Tonya Leslie 2013-08-01 Rosa Parks lived her life courageously. She refused to
change bus seats because she was African-American. Children will discover the bravery of Rosa Parks during a
time of racial segregation.

It's Her Story: Rosa Parks: A Graphic Novel-Lauren Burke 2020-11 A graphic novel for children ages 6 to 9.
Rosa Parks was the courageous thinker and leader known as the Mother of the Civil Rights Movement. Long
before the Montgomery Bus Boycott made her famous, she was a social justice activist and organizer. In honor of
her work, she received a Congressional Gold Medal and the Presidential Medal of Freedom. This is her story.

So Other People Would Be Also Free-Tonya Leslie 2019-10
Rosa Parks-Lisbeth Kaiser 2017-09-07 New in the Little People, Big Dreams series, discover the incredible life of
Rosa Parks, ' The Mother of the Freedom Movement', in this inspiring story. In this true story of an inspiring civil
rights activist, Rosa Parks grew up during segregation in Alabama, but she was taught to respect herself and
stand up for her rights. In 1955, Rosa refused to give up her seat to a white man on a segregated bus, sparking
the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Her decision had a huge impact on civil rights, eventually leading to the end of
segregation on public transport. With stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, this empowering
series celebrates the important life stories of wonderful women of the world. From designers and artists to
scientists, all of them went on to achieve incredible things, yet all of them began life as a little child with a dream.
These books make the lives of these role models accessible for children, providing a powerful message to inspire
the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world!

Rosa Parks-Emma E. Haldy 2016-01-01 The My Itty-Bitty Bio series are biographies for the earliest readers. This
book examines the life of Rosa Parks in a simple, age-appropriate way that will help children develop word
recognition and reading skills. Includes a timeline and other informative backmatter.

My Sister Rosa-Justine Larbalestier 2016-11-15 "Beats The Silence of the Lambs for suspense—it's the kind of
book that had me literally gasping aloud as it rattled to its incredible conclusion." —Cory Doctorow, New York
Times bestselling author of Homeland What if the most terrifying person you know is your ten-year-old sister?
Seventeen-year-old Aussie Che Taylor loves his younger sister, Rosa. But he’s also certain that she’s a
psychopath—clinically, threateningly, dangerously. Recently Rosa has been making trouble, hurting things. Che is
the only one who knows; he’s the only one his sister trusts. Rosa is smart, talented, pretty, and very good at hiding
what she is and the manipulation she’s capable of. Their parents, whose business takes the family from place to
place, brush off the warning signs as Rosa’s “acting out.” Now that they have moved again—from Bangkok to New
York City—their new hometown provides far too many opportunities for Rosa to play her increasingly complex and
disturbing games. Che’s always been Rosa’s rock, protecting her from the world. Now, the world might need
protection from her.

A Picture Book of Rosa Parks-David A. Adler 2018-01-01 "Teachers will welcome [this treatment of]...a simple,
clear biography of Rosa Parks...The male narrator reads clearly and unemotionally, presenting the facts as Adler
reports them...A good addition to collections." - School Library Journal

Red Rosa-Kate Evans 2015-12-08 A graphic novel of the dramatic life and death of German revolutionary Rosa
Luxemburg A giant of the political left, Rosa Luxemburg is one of the foremost minds in the canon of
revolutionary socialist thought. But she was much more than just a thinker. She made herself heard in a world
inimical to the voices of strong-willed women. She overcame physical infirmity and the prejudice she faced as a
Jew to become an active revolutionary whose philosophy enriched every corner of an incredibly productive and
creative life—her many friendships, her sexual intimacies, and her love of science, nature and art. Always opposed
to the First World War, when others on the German left were swept up on a tide of nationalism, she was
imprisoned and murdered in 1919 fighting for a revolution she knew to be doomed. In this beautifully drawn work
of graphic biography, writer and artist Kate Evans has opened up her subject’s intellectual world to a new
audience, grounding Luxemburg’s ideas in the realities of an inspirational and deeply affecting life. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Back of the Bus-Aaron Reynolds 2013 From the back of the bus, an African American child watches the arrest of
Rosa Parks.

Rosa Lee-Leon Dash 2015-06-02 Based on a heart-rending and much discussed series in the Washington Post,
this is the story of one woman and her family living in the projects in Washington, D.C. A transcendent piece of
writing, it won the Pulitzer Prize and the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award.For four years Leon Dash of the
Washington Post followed the lives of Rosa Lee Cunningham, her children, and five of her grandchildren, in an
effort to understand the persistence of poverty and pathology within America's black underclass. Rosa Lee's life
story spans a half century of hardship in the slums and housing projects of Southeast Washington, a stone's throw
from the marble halls and civic monuments of the world's most prosperous nation. Yet for all of America's efforts,
Rosa Lee and millions like her remain trapped in a cycle of poverty characterized by illiteracy, teenage pregnancy,
drugs, and violent crime.Dash brings us into her life and the lives of her family members offering a human drama
that statistics can only refer to. He also shows how some people—including two of Rosa Lee's children—have

Rosa Parks-Joan Stoltman 2017-12-15 Rosa Parks is not just a lady who stayed seated on a bus. Her life is a
relevant, important story that was notable, inspirational, and much-needed both in its time and today. This
essential volume introduces young readers to a woman of quiet strength and resilience who did not waver in her
convictions and beliefs. For younger readers, this is a rare opportunity to read age-appropriate text that
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made it out of the ghetto, breaking the cycle to lead stable middle-class lives in the mainstream of American
society.

this biography should appeal to kids, parents, and teachers.

Rosa-Rosa Strygler 1987
I Am Rosa Parks-Rosa Parks 2021-09-14 How special and inspiring to read about Rosa Park's life in her own
words! This BIOGRAPHY READER is now available in Step into Reading, the premier leveled reader line. When
Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on a bus to a white man on December 1, 1955, she made history. Her brave
act sparked the Montgomery, Alabama bus boycott and brought the civil rights movement to national attention. In
simple, lively language, Rosa Parks describes her life from childhood to the present and recounts the events that
shook the nation. Her story is powerful, inspiring and unforgettable. An NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade Book
in the Field of Social Studies Step 4 Readers use challenging vocabulary and short paragraphs to tell exciting
stories. For newly independent readers who read simple sentences with confidence.

Rosa Loves Cars-Jessica Spanyol 2018 "Let's find out which toys Rosa and her friends are playing with today! An
important series that celebrates inclusivity, promotes gender equality and embraces the uniqueness of every
child."--p. [4] of cover.

Strange Bird-Michele K. Troy 2017-04-04 The first book about the Albatross Press, a Penguin precursor that
entered into an uneasy relationship with the Nazi regime to keep Anglo-American literature alive under fascism
The Albatross Press was, from its beginnings in 1932, a “strange bird”: a cultural outsider to the Third Reich but
an economic insider. It was funded by British-Jewish interests. Its director was rumored to work for British
intelligence. A precursor to Penguin, it distributed both middlebrow fiction and works by edgier modernist
authors such as D. H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, and Ernest Hemingway to eager continental
readers. Yet Albatross printed and sold its paperbacks in English from the heart of Hitler’s Reich. In her original
and skillfully researched history, Michele K. Troy reveals how the Nazi regime tolerated Albatross—for both
economic and propaganda gains—and how Albatross exploited its insider position to keep Anglo-American books
alive under fascism. In so doing, Troy exposes the contradictions in Nazi censorship while offering an engaging
detective story, a history, a nuanced analysis of men and motives, and a cautionary tale.

Rosa Parks and the Montgomery Bus Boycott-Karen Latchana Kenney 2015-08 This title will inform readers
about Rosa Parks and the Montgomery Bus Boycott, others who were involved, like Martin Luther King Jr., the
Supreme Court's decision to desegregate public buses, and the national civil rights movement to follow. Vivid
details, well-chosen photographs, and primary sources bring this story and this case to life. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.

COLUMBUS - the Untold Story-Manuel Rosa 2016-05-20 In the year 1444, near long-lost Constantinople, a
Christian monarch treacherously breaks his truce with the Muslims, but Fate double crosses him. He is crushed in
battle. All of his personal knights are slain, and he vanishes without a trace. Some years later, on Madeira Island,
2,500 miles to the west, a mysterious Knight of Saint Catherine of Mount Sinai marries into the Portuguese elite .
. . and has a son. Astonishing as it may seem, these two impossibly remote events have been connected -- and the
clouded genesis of Christopher Columbus is thereby once and forever resolved. The key to unlocking the mystery
was waiting in a place where nobody had ever looked before. 25 years of research has pieced together a stunning
array of artifacts and data, from one end of Europe to another, from Asia, Africa and the Americas: a chapel ruin,
a ceiling mural in a private palace, DNA test results, an impressive diversity of documents, keenly analyzed . . .
and a sword, unearthed by a 19th century Bulgarian peasant, that found its way to a museum in Saint Petersburg.
The study and comparison of carefully censored State archives also helped explain this life -- hitherto enshrouded
in the deceitful machinations of power politics, false identities, and false discoveries in the Age of Exploration.
Myth has at last been separated from fact, exposing what actually transpired. Being extremely fond of writing
memoirs, journals and letters, the man known as Columbus left a great deal of this overwhelming proof himself.
Many other clues have been painstakingly gathered and analyzed. Some were cryptically displayed in the details
of portraiture and esoteric writings, others in the most obvious features of one of the greatest works of Spanish
Baroque drama, on heraldry, on a gravestone, via signatures and pseudonyms. What emerges is the picture of a
consummate double-agent, with a bold and grandiose agenda. Enter this 500-year-old labyrinth and discover the
unimaginable: a medieval conspiracy so audacious, so massive, and so well executed that it fooled the world for
half a millennium.The Christopher Columbus you knew will be history.

Rosa of the Wild Grass-Fiona Macintosh 2016 Rosa's story explains a great deal about Nicaragua, and from a
woman's point of view. The intimacy and immediacy captured in this work inspired the author to paint a series of
stark black and white images to illustrate this story.

She Would Not Be Moved-Herbert R. Kohl 2007 Evaluates the ways in which the story of Rosa Parks and the
Montgomery bus boycott is misrepresented to children.

House of Stone: A Novel-Novuyo Rosa Tshuma 2019-01-29 Pulsing with wit, seduction, and dark humor, House
of Stone is a masterful debut that explores the creative—and often destructive—act of history-making. In the
chronic turmoil of modern Zimbabwe, Abednego and Agnes Mlambo’s teenage son, Bukhosi, has gone missing,
and the Mlambos fear the worst. Their enigmatic lodger, Zamani, seems to be their last, best hope for finding him.
Since Bukhosi’s disappearance, Zamani has been preternaturally helpful: hanging missing posters in downtown
Bulawayo, handing out fliers to passersby, and joining in family prayer vigils with the flamboyant Reverend Pastor
from Agnes’s Blessed Anointings church. It’s almost like Zamani is part of the family… But almost isn’t nearly
enough for Zamani. He ingratiates himself with Agnes and feeds alcoholic Abednego’s addiction, desperate to
extract their life stories and steep himself in borrowed family history, as keenly aware as any colonialist or powermad despot that the one who controls the narrative inherits the future. As Abednego wrestles with the ghosts of
his past and Agnes seeks solace in a deep-rooted love, their histories converge and each must confront the past to
find their place in a new Zimbabwe. Pulsing with wit, seduction, and dark humor, House of Stone is a sweeping
epic that spans the fall of Rhodesia through Zimbabwe’s turbulent beginnings, exploring the persistence of the
oppressed in a young nation seeking an identity, but built on forgetting.

Cake Pops with Rosa Parks-Kyla Steinkraus 2017-08-01 Finley is upset when one of his friends is called a bad
name. When Rosa Parks visits the Sweets Shop, she knows just what to do. Join her as she whisks Finley and
Fiona away on a historic journey of courage. Includes biographical information, comprehension questions, and
websites.

Rosa Raposa-F. Isabel Campoy 2002 A wily fox outwits Jaguar in three trickster tales set in the jungles of South
America.

National Geographic Readers: Rosa Parks-Kitson Jazynka 2015-08-04 Find out about the life of Rosa Parks
and how her actions in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955 helped end racial segregation in America. This book
follows the same standards as other National Geographic Readers with the same careful text, brilliant
photographs, and fun approach that kids love. The life story of Rosa Parks has enduring lessons to teach us and
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